The Right to Privacy in New Zealand
INTRODUCTION

1. This Universal Periodic Review stakeholder report is a submission by Privacy International. Privacy International is a human rights organisation that works to advance and promote the right to privacy around the world. It conducts research and investigations into government and corporate surveillance activities with a focus on the policies and technologies that enable these practices. It has litigated or intervened in cases implicating the right to privacy in courts around the world. To ensure universal respect for the right to privacy, Privacy International advocates for strong national, regional, and international laws that protect this fundamental right. As a part of this mission, Privacy International works with various partner organisations across the world to identify and address threats to privacy.

2. Privacy International wishes to bring its concerns about the protection and promotion of the right to privacy by New Zealand before the Human Rights Council for consideration in New Zealand’s upcoming review. This stakeholder report focuses on the Government Communications Security Bureau (“GCSB”), New Zealand’s foreign intelligence agency, and its activities in relation to non-New Zealanders. It highlights two areas of particular concern:

   • The legislation governing the GCSB explicitly sets a lower standard for non-New Zealanders in relation to surveillance activities, including by permitting surveillance without judicial involvement, in contravention of international human rights standards.

   • Through the GCSB, New Zealand has engaged in practices—including mass surveillance of small Pacific island nations—that violate international human rights standards, largely as part of its participation in the “Five Eyes” intelligence-sharing arrangement with the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia.

The Right to Privacy

3. Privacy is a fundamental human right, enshrined in numerous international human rights instruments. It is central to the protection of human dignity and forms the basis of any democratic society. It also supports and reinforces other rights, such as freedom of expression, information, and association. Activities that restrict the right to privacy, such as surveillance and censorship,
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can only be justified when they are prescribed by law, necessary to achieve a legitimate aim, and proportionate to the aim pursued. These requirements apply regardless of the location or nationality of the individual or group whose communications are under surveillance.

4. As innovations in information technology have enabled previously unimagined forms of collecting, storing, and sharing personal data, the right to privacy has evolved to encapsulate state obligations related to the protection of personal data. A number of international instruments enshrine data protection principles, and many domestic legislatures have incorporated such principles into national law.

AREAS OF CONCERN

I. The Intelligence and Security Act 2017

5. In 2017, New Zealand consolidated four statutes into the Intelligence and Security Act 2017 (the “Act”), establishing an overarching authorisation and oversight regime for surveillance activities by New Zealand’s three intelligence agencies: the GCSB, the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service, and the National Assessments Bureau.

6. In order to carry out an otherwise unlawful activity (such as tapping phone calls), intelligence agencies must first obtain a warrant, usually an “intelligence warrant”. The Act sets up two sets of rules around intelligence warrants: one for New Zealand citizens and permanent residents (“New Zealanders”), and the other for foreigners, living outside or inside New Zealand.

a. For New Zealanders, an intelligence agency must obtain a “Type 1” intelligence warrant, which is issued jointly by a Minister authorised to do so and a Commissioner of Intelligence Warrants. The threshold for issuing a
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warrant requires that either the activity must be “necessary to contribute to
the protection of national security” and identifies or protects against specific
enumerated harms, such as terrorism or serious crimes originating outside
New Zealand; or if the warrant relates to the more amorphous grounds of
contributing to New Zealand’s international relations or economic well-being,
there must be “reasonable grounds to suspect” that targeted individuals are
acting on behalf of foreign entities.

b. By contrast, “Type 2” warrants, for foreigners, require only the approval of
the authorising minister, and the warrant must merely “enable [the agency] to
carry out an activity that is necessary to contribute to the protection of national
security or will contribute to the international relations … or economic well-
being of New Zealand.”

7. Either type of warrant may only be issued if “additional criteria” that incorporate
tests derived from human rights law are met. A warrant must be necessary to
meet the intelligence agency’s statutory functions, and the proposed activity
must be “proportionate to the purpose for which it is to be carried out.” The
agency must also show that that purpose “cannot reasonably be achieved
by less intrusive means.” Additionally, there must be safeguards in place to
to ensure that “nothing will be done in reliance on the intelligence warrant beyond
what is necessary and reasonable [to perform an agency’s statutory functions],
“all reasonably practicable steps will be taken to minimise the impact of
the proposed activity on any members of the [New Zealand] public,” and
information will only be retained, used, and disclosed as provided for in law.

8. Apart from the warranting regime, New Zealanders receive other additional
benefits, such as a prohibition on intelligence agencies obtaining information
subject to legal privilege, and the right to make complaints to an oversight
body, the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security (a right that foreigners
inside New Zealand can also exercise). Legalised discrimination is reflected
in the GCSB’s (unclassified) Nationality Policy, which outlines the measures
the GCSB takes to protect New Zealanders’ information when it carries out
foreign intelligence activities. There are also separate rules around when Type
1 warrants can be issued on an urgent basis, as against Type 2 warrants.

Discrimination and Lack of Judicial Authorisation

9. States must respect all individuals’ rights to privacy without any distinction
based on race, language, national origin or other status, whenever individuals
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are “subject to [the state’s] jurisdiction.” All persons affected by the state’s exercise of “power” and “effective control” are deemed to be within the states’ jurisdiction, and are therefore entitled to equal protection. The exercise of “power” and “effective control” over an individual’s information amounts to an exercise of jurisdiction by New Zealand, but the Intelligence and Security Act sets a lower standard for non-New Zealanders’ information, thereby discriminating on the basis of national origin.

10. Under international human rights standards, determinations concerning communications surveillance must be made by a competent authority (preferably judicial) that is independent and impartial. It could be argued that the Type 1 warrant regime meets this condition, as warrants are issued jointly by a government Minister and a Commissioner for Security Warrants (and each Commissioner must have previously held office as a High Court judge), but the Type 2 regime does not, as a warrant’s issuance requires the approval only of a specified government Minister, without the involvement of any judicial or otherwise independent authority.

11. In its 2016 concluding observations on New Zealand, the Human Rights Committee stated that it was “concerned about the limited judicial authorization process for the interception of communications of New Zealanders and the total absence of such authorization for the interception of communications of non-New Zealanders.” The Committee concluded that New Zealand “should take all appropriate measures to ensure that … [s]ufficient judicial safeguards are implemented, regardless of the nationality or location of affected persons, in terms of interception of communications and metadata collection, processing and sharing,” as well as to bring “the legal framework regulating communications surveillance” into line with the right to privacy. The Committee’s concerns, although directed at earlier legislation, remain relevant to the Intelligence and Security Act, which continues to set lower standards for non-New Zealanders and does not involve a judicial authority.

II. Concerning Surveillance Practices

12. New Zealand is openly part of the “Five Eyes” signals intelligence-sharing alliance created by the United States and United Kingdom after the Second World War. 
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World War, which has included Canada, Australia, and New Zealand since the 1950s.\textsuperscript{24} Five Eyes members share intelligence, as well as intelligence-gathering methods and techniques.\textsuperscript{25} Documents disclosed by former US National Security Agency (“NSA”) contractor Edward Snowden indicate that New Zealand, as part of the Five Eyes alliance, has engaged in surveillance contravening international human rights standards.

**Mass Surveillance Infrastructure**

13. The GCSB operates a satellite communications interception station at Waihopai, near Blenheim,\textsuperscript{26} and a high frequency radio interception and direction-finding station at Tangimoana, near Palmerston North.\textsuperscript{27} The Waihopai station is capable of both targeted communication interceptions within the Asia-Pacific region\textsuperscript{28} and “full take collections” of the content and metadata of communications and internet traffic.\textsuperscript{29} An official inquiry confirmed in 2016 that Waihopai can cover satellites that process approximately one billion communications each day.\textsuperscript{30}

14. According to the Snowden documents, Waihopai relies heavily on NSA tools and systems to conduct surveillance.\textsuperscript{31} These tools include LATENTTHREAT, which breaks satellite signals into individual communications; LEGALREPTILE, which collects text and call metadata; SEMITONE, which monitors fax and voice messages; FALLOWHAUNT, which targets communications sent over small satellites; JUGGERNAUT, which processes intercepted calls from cell phone networks; LOPERS and SURFBOARD, which eavesdrop on phone calls; and XKEYSCORE, which gathers intercepted Internet data.\textsuperscript{32}

15. A July 2018 report by the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security confirmed that, at least until 2015, the Waihopai and Tangimoana stations operated under authorisations to intercept communications made by the GCSB
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Director, and not subject to any type of warrant. The Intelligence and Security Act 2017 limits the Director’s power to make authorisations to situations of extreme urgency, suggesting that Waihopai and Tangimoana’s activities have since been brought under that Act’s warrant regime.

Mass Surveillance of Pacific Islands

16. In 2015, based on Snowden documents, the New Zealand Herald and The Intercept reported that Waihopai had been indiscriminately intercepting Asia-Pacific communications. An NSA profile showed GCSB spying operations against more than 20 countries, including Vietnam, China, India, Pakistan, and several South American nations. New Zealand had also reportedly been targeting small island nations: Tuvalu, Nauru, Kiribati, Samoa, Vanuatu, the Solomon Islands, Fiji, Tonga, New Caledonia, and French Polynesia. An NSA memo stated that New Zealand’s extensive surveillance of the South Pacific provided “valuable access not otherwise available to satisfy US intelligence requirement.”

17. In the South Pacific, the GCSB allegedly monitored government ministers and senior officials, government agencies, international organisations, and NGOs in particular. Intercepted data was allegedly shared en masse with Five Eyes partners through XKEYSCORE, an NSA system that connects to vast databases of intercepted emails, online chats, and the browsing histories. In 2013, the New Zealand government allegedly used XKEYSCORE to spy on Solomon Islands’ government members, including the Prime Minister’s chief of staff. The GCSB is also alleged to have targeted several Solomon Islands pro-democracy campaigners in 2012.
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18. But collection was not always targeted. Former GCSB Director Sir Bruce Ferguson (2006-2011) confirmed in a 2015 radio interview that from 2009 the GCSB had undertaken “full take” collection of South Pacific communications. He analogised “full take” to a fishing expedition, stating: “You cannot these days just individually select people … you put out a big net, catch stuff, you throw out the stuff you don’t want … and you keep the stuff you do want.”

19. On 4 July 2018, the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security released her official report into complaints stemming from these allegations: she confirmed that the GCSB had carried out “full take” collection of certain communications in the South Pacific and that the GCSB’s activities had “included the collection of telecommunications across satellite links,” noting that “some Pacific Island nations were largely dependent on satellites” for international connections.

20. The Inspector-General explained that “full take” was “a phrase GCSB used to describe the storage of all communications data of certain types or a shorthand phrase used by GCSB to describe the collection and retention of unselected communications data (of certain types) acquired from particular satellite communications links.” She noted that data stored from “full take” collection “[is not] filtered by reference to selectors (e.g. telephone numbers) before being stored,” and could be contrasted “with collection that result[s] in storage of ‘selected’ data, which [is] filtered by reference to selectors.”

21. Her perspective was that the GCSB’s activities had complied with New Zealand law, as it “provided scope for collection methods such as ‘full take’”. Although she noted that the GCSB had a duty to destroy irrelevant information and minimise the impact on third parties when it carried out “full take,” she observed that “the primary policies relevant to this duty [to minimise the impact on third parties] were those directed at ensuring interception was confined to foreign communications.” In other words, directed at the protection of New Zealanders’ information.

22. The Inspector-General further confirmed that “some communications collected by GCSB in relation to the South Pacific were shared with its ‘Five Eyes’ partner intelligence agencies” and that “partner agency personnel with an established need could be granted access to GCSB intercept storage.” As a result, “[f]orwarding data to a partner would mean GCSB did not retain complete direct control of it and relied on the partner to apply and audit agreed access
restrictions and controls on data use”.

While New Zealand law may allow such activities, Privacy International believes that they are in violation of applicable human rights standards as noted below.

Spying During WTO Director-General Election

23. In 2013, the New Zealand government allegedly used XKEYSCORE to spy on candidates for the WTO Director-General position, as a senior New Zealand government Minister was contesting the election. The GCSB reportedly intercepted emails from high-profile candidates from Brazil, Costa Rica, Ghana, Indonesia, Jordan, Kenya, Mexico, and South Korea.

24. In June 2017, the Inspector-General published a report examining whether the GCSB had acted unlawfully or improperly in the WTO election. Although she did not comment on the specific allegations, she found that the GCSB’s objectives were “sufficiently broad” to allow for “the collection of foreign intelligence to support a New Zealand government minister’s bid for leadership” of the WTO. She concluded that while the GCSB had not “rigorously followed” practices and processes to identify whether requests for foreign intelligence were lawful, its actions were nonetheless lawful.

Lack of Necessity and Proportionality

25. International human rights standards require that every communications surveillance determination be made on the grounds that the surveillance is necessary to achieve a legitimate aim and proportionate to the aim pursued. Further, individuals must have realistic avenues to obtain remedies for rights violations.

26. By indiscriminately collecting satellite communications in the Asia-Pacific region across a number of years, the GCSB failed to comply with the principles of necessity and proportionality. As the High Commissioner for Human Rights has stated:

Ibid, para 120.


Mass or “bulk” surveillance programmes may ... be deemed to be arbitrary, even if they serve a legitimate aim and have been adopted on the basis of an accessible legal regime. In other words, it will not be enough that the measures are targeted to find certain needles in a haystack; the proper measure is the impact of the measures on the haystack, relative to the harm threatened; namely, whether the measure is necessary and proportionate.

27. In the case of the GCSB’s spying in the Asia-Pacific region, the haystack likely comprised the private communications of hundreds of thousands of individuals living in numerous nations. Moreover, there is no real means for foreigners to seek a remedy within New Zealand. This mass surveillance appears to have been carried out not only to advance broadly defined New Zealand interests, but also at the behest of Five Eyes partners. The legal regime governing the GCSB permitted the practice, and the new legal regime likewise allows for the same to take place.

28. The GCSB also spied on the private communications of foreigners around the 2013 WTO Director-General election. Albeit pursuant to a legal framework, this exercise of nakedly political spying was not necessary to achieve a legitimate aim, such as combating serious crime.

RECOMMENDATIONS

29. Although the Intelligence and Security Act 2017 specifies that one of its purposes is to ensure that intelligence agencies perform their functions “in accordance with New Zealand law and all human rights obligations recognised by New Zealand law”, it contains a discriminatory framework and allows for practices that do not meet human rights standards. The GCSB’s differing policies in relation to New Zealanders and foreigners, “full take” practices, and political spying contravene international human rights standards. Its practice of sharing information with its Five Eyes partners—and inability to control how that information is used—compounds these human rights violations.

61 Intelligence and Security Act, s 3(c)(i).
30. To better protect the right to privacy, we recommend that the government of New Zealand take all necessary measures to ensure that its surveillance activities, both within and outside the New Zealand, conform to its obligations under international human rights law, particularly the right to privacy. These measures should include:

- Reforming the Intelligence and Security Act 2017 to ensure that:
  - Any decision to intercept or interfere with communications, including of metadata, requires involves a judicial authority;
  - The same regime applies to non-New Zealanders as to New Zealanders;
  - Non-New Zealanders have access to an effective remedy for rights violations;
  - All surveillance activities meet the requirements of necessity and proportionality.

- Reviewing the practice of intelligence sharing with foreign agencies to ensure its compliance with the right to privacy.